
Pick rates increased  
by 90% at ERIKS

Industrial products supplier ERIKS UK, part of the ERIKS Group, has 
increased order picking, despatch performance and accuracy following 
the introduction of the Empirica warehouse management system with 
real time RF from Chess Logistics Technology.

Challenge

• ERIKS UK distributes a wide range of 
industrial products direct to customers 
and through a network of approx. 250 
ERIKS sites in the UK and Ireland.

• It stocks around 40,000 stock lines and 
the operation demands flexibility to enable 
the company to meet its commitments. 

• All orders received by 5.30pm are picked 
for delivery before 9am the next morning. 

• Certain customers have access to a 
facility to place orders up until 6pm and 
the company also offers an emergency 
24/7 service for same day delivery. 

• Increasing volumes and demand from 
customers for faster and later orders led 
ERIKS to review its operations.

• The company was using a system that 
did not have a specialist warehouse 
management function. 

Solution 

• ERIKS selected Empirica from Chess Logistics 
Technology after assessing potential 
WMS solutions from a number of suppliers. 

• Hand-held RF terminals were also 
implemented to oversee the order picking 
and despatch process. 

• ERIKS picks around 1100 orders a day and 
they wanted flexibility to fulfil orders next day 
without overburdening the entire operation.
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• The warehouse is zoned and has three 
principal storage areas with a conveyor 
system linking these with the order 
assembly and despatch area.

• Pickers can sign on to any zone as directed 
by supervision. Empirica organises 
picking to optimise the route and 
sequence based on workloads.

• It does this in real-time using a number  
of user-defined parameters including 
prioritisation codes for each order, 
customer and destination.

Benefits 

• Despatch accuracy has risen to 99.97 per 
cent while errors have reduced by 82.9 per cent.

• Pick rates have increased from 200 to 
over 380 items per person per day. 

• Stock bouncers have also been reduced 
(where an order line can’t be picked 
because of a stock inaccuracy).

• Real-time operation ensures maximum 
warehouse efficiency and responsiveness.

• Workloads can be balanced and orders 
fulfilled next day without overburdening 
the entire operation.

• Speedy implementation as existing systems 
and specialist processes are supported.

• Complete audit of item movements for 
informed reporting.

At A Glance 
Key company facts:

Industry: Industrial.

Location: Halesowen, West Midlands, 
UK.

Application: Empirica WMS with hand 
held RF terminals and integration to 
vertical storage system.

Benefits:

• Despatch accuracy increased to 
99.97 per cent.

• Errors reduced by 89.2 per cent. 

• Pick rates increased by 90 per cent.

• Stock bouncers reduced by  
94 per cent.

• Real time operation ensures 
maximum warehouse efficiency. 

• Optimised pick efficiency as 
emergency orders are prioritised.

• Complete audit and informed 
reporting.



Chess Logistics Technology Limited has provided software for logistics 
and distribution applications for nearly 30 years and is recognised as a 
specialist in its field. The company has an extensive client list of national 
and international companies.

For further details contact: 0161 888 2580. 
www.chess.uk.com

ERIKS UK distributes a wide range of 
industrial products direct to customers and 
through a network of approx. 250 sites in the 
UK and Ireland from its warehouse in 
Halesowen, West Midlands. The company’s 
products are widely used throughout industry 
and include specialist components such as 
bearings, belts and pulleys.

The Halesowen warehouse stocks around 
40,000 stock lines and the company takes 
pride in its ability to fulfil orders quickly and 
efficiently. All orders received by 5.30pm are 
picked for delivery before 9am the next 
morning and certain customers can place 
orders up until 6pm. There’s also an 
emergency 24/7 service for same day delivery. 

Increasing volumes and demand from 
customers for faster and later orders led ERIKS 
to review its operations and after assessing 
potential warehouse management solutions 
from a number of suppliers they selected 
Empirica from Chess Logistics Technology. 

Empirica was deployed with hand-held  
RF terminals to oversee the order picking 
and despatch process. On average ERIKS  
picks around 1100 orders a day, equivalent  
to between 2100 to 2300 items. One of  
the company’s objectives was to balance 
workloads and fulfil orders next day without 
overburdening the entire operation.

Chess Logistics Technology Ltd, 
Avocado Court, Commerce Way, 
Westinghouse Road, Trafford Park, 
Manchester. M17 1HW UK

T: +44 (0) 161 888 2580 
F: +44 (0) 161 888 2590 
E: info@chess.uk.com

Pickers can sign on to any zone and Empirica 
organises picking to optimise the route and 
sequence based on workloads. It does this 
in real-time using a number of user-defined 
parameters. 

Via the hand-held terminals Empirica directs 
warehouse staff to pick items for the orders 
automatically scheduling the picks with the 
highest priority. Using similar routines, 
Empirica ensures that workloads are 
balanced throughout the day. 

The system is highly configurable and 
incorporates some sophisticated routines  
to maximise efficiency. During picking, for 
example, it automatically looks for items  
of the same priority and the parameters  
can be modified at any time by managers.

Despatch accuracy has risen to 99.97 per 
cent and errors have been reduced by 89.2 
per cent. Pick rates have increased from 
200 to over 380 items per person per day. 
Stock bouncers have also been reduced by 
94 per cent.

The information stored and processed by 
Empirica has enabled ERIKS to identify  
the location of its fastest and slowest 
moving items thus allowing them to be 
located appropriately to ensure maximum 
picking efficiency. 

Some of Empirica’s advanced features have 
given additional operational or customer 
service benefits, for example, it can ensure 
that oily products are never placed on clean 
shelves. The system allocates items of 
different sizes to the most appropriate shelf 
to optimise the utilisation of available space 
and it also ensures that each location is 
restricted to a single product type to reduce 
the risk of errors.

At the request of ERIKS Chess modified 
some of Empirica’s stock taking routines to 
enable real-time stock checks and these 
can be scheduled in areas where picking 
and put-away is still taking place. This has 
removed the need to close off a specific 
area of the warehouse while its inventory is 
counted and reduced the overall time taken 
to complete a stock check.

Chess were very professional in delivering 
what we wanted, with stock checking being 
a good example. Their understanding and 
experience was great. They are flexible and 
able to adapt to our needs.
Peter Timbrell, Logistics Director At ERIKS UK.
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